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Abstract

Introduction: The move towards evidence-based nursing practice requires active participation by nurses at all levels along the continuum of care. Despite this fact, nursing involvement in multicenter research is limited. This not only limits the generalizability of findings, but hinders collaborative and interdisciplinary research networking between hospitals. Reasons for single site nursing research barriers have been explored. Yet, knowledge of the barriers nurses face when they seek to engage in multicenter research activities is limited.

Methods: A core group of experienced nurse researchers sought to initiate a multicenter observational research study of intracranial pressure monitoring. This article uses a case series approach to highlight the challenges encountered throughout the process.

Results: Barriers to multicenter nursing research were identified and categorized by theme.

Conclusions: Institutional changes are suggested to support the participation of clinical nurses in research and recommendations are made for future study.
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Introduction

A key element in advancing the ability of nurse clinicians to become actively engaged in research is a fuller understanding of the barriers that nurses face in completing multicenter studies. This paper will also present a rationale for the value of clinical nurses to participate within the research infrastructure of their organization, particularly in multicenter research. The progression of nursing research roles is such that, while studies should be led by a skilled nurse researcher, our professional responsibility suggests that clinical staff can be developed beyond the data collection role. The Study of Intracranial Pressure (ICP) Monitoring in Critically Ill (SIM City) is described, and a detailed discussion of the barriers that clinical nurses identified in the course of the conduct of the study provided. As there was no prospective planning or comparisons for control, this collection, through anecdote and survey, of experiences of sites participating in a nursing-led multicenter observational study is described as a case series. The purpose of this paper is to highlight specific barriers identified in the conduct of a nursing-led multicenter trial and to present potential solutions for overcoming these challenges [1,2].

Background and Significance

Nurses have been conducting and publishing highly relevant research findings as far back in history as the Crimean War [3]. The literature includes reports of challenges with multicenter research studies as reflected by support with funding [4]. Healthcare institutions have moved towards embracing the concept of Evidence-Based Practice (EBP). As more nurses become educated in EBP there is an expectation that more registered nurses (RNs) will be involved in research. In addition to Magnet® requirements, the National League for Nursing has placed emphasis on multicenter research studies as reflected by support with funding [5]. This is due to the fact that multicenter nursing research provides greater generalizability [5].

The move towards evidence-based nursing practice requires active participation by nurses at all levels along the continuum of care. Despite this fact, nursing involvement in multicenter research is limited. This not only limits the generalizability of findings, but hinders collaborative and interdisciplinary research networking between hospitals.
barriers associated with nursing-led multi-center clinical research studies is limited.

Literature Review

Barriers to nursing research

Many articles present barriers to research utilization, a topic much studied including the development and use of a tool to assess obstacles to nurses using evidence in their practice, the BARRIERS scale [6,7]. Fewer articles can be found on the barriers to nurses participating in research. An integrative literature review demonstrated that it was uncommon for nurse researchers to report methodological barriers or cite specific challenges to completing Randomized Clinical Trials (RCTs) when they published research reports [8]. Some barriers to nursing research are consistently described in the literature. Derbyshire [9] described the “unholy trinity” of barriers to nursing research, indicating a lack of funding, inadequate protected time, and lack of education/exposure are common barriers to nurse-led research. Nurses conduct research in environments that are often not supportive, engaging in activities on their personal time without compensation, and with limited knowledge or experience of the research process. There is an expectation that the role of the nurse, whether staff or advanced practice, is focused on clinical practice and research activities are not emphasized or often appreciated [10]. Nurses frequently report that great personal motivation and personal sacrifices are necessary to integrate clinical research into their professional role. Research activities are often on one’s own time, in addition to other professional responsibilities [7,11]. Two related themes were that of nurses’ lack of ownership in the research in which they participate and the lack of dissemination of results of nursing research. Traditionally, much nursing research has involved clinical practice nurses serving as research staff for an academic or medical researcher, collecting data for little recognition or appreciation [12]. When nurses have done their own research, they have often lacked the support or encouragement to publish the results [7].

Ethics review barriers

Challenges associated with the process of obtaining ethics approval are a common theme in the research literature, both nursing and non-nursing, and relating to single site and multicenter studies. One study done in the United Kingdom described experiences of nurses doing clinical research, with nurses frustrated and delayed by bureaucratic processes similar to the nursing research committees and institutional review boards (IRBs) in the United States [11]. Nurse researchers interviewed by Snelgrove and James [11] were suspicious that they were not offered the same institutional support for their research as researchers from other professions. Woodward, Webb [7], also in the United Kingdom, found that nurses perceived their ethics committees to not be understanding of nursing research and to be biased toward medical research [7]. These nurses often were required to present and defend their research proposals to a nursing research committee prior to going through the ethics committee review process, and they found this two-tiered procedure to be burdensome and redundant [7]. While institutions or ethics committees may have good reason for making the research approval process so complex, they did not make such justification clear to the nurses who wanted to do research. These barriers may be more profound when multiplied by the numerous institutions in a multicenter study.

Multicenter research barriers

Lindquist, Treat-Jacobson [13] stressed the importance of multicenter research in nursing and identified the many benefits of multicenter nursing research, which included recruitment of larger and more diverse samples, faster accrual rates, and the potential for additional subgroup analyses of the dataset. The authors described challenges associated with multicenter research in nursing centered primarily on the design and development of the research protocol, such as identifying ways to control for variation in nursing practices among institutions, standardizing the protocol, ensuring access to a representative and adequate sample, and controlling costs. The issue of ethics approval is discussed by Flynn [14], who points out that the processes used by most IRBs are often not compatible with multicenter research. The current IRB process in the United States was developed in the 1970s when the standard for research was the single site study involving local participants [15].

Gold and Dewa [16] explored the problem of ethics approval in multicenter studies from an interdisciplinary perspective, finding that the current process of approval by the IRB of each institution was wasteful and discouraging to both collaboration and multicenter research in general. They performed a literature search to quantify the costs associated with the multiple IRB approval process in time, money and opportunity, concluding with a call for a centralized, single IRB process for multicenter studies. The centralized IRB review idea has been trialed by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in some oncology clinical trials, but no definitive process currently exists [17].

A common theme related to nursing research in single site or multicenter trials is the need for persistence and support. A novice nurse researcher described her experience in doing clinical research and suggested that tenacity is the key to overcoming barriers [18]. Several authors found that nursing research is best accomplished when mentors are present and a team approach is used to provide support for getting projects off the ground and maintaining momentum [6,12]. Vedelo and Lomborg [8] described a successful Nursing Research Fellowship program at their community hospital that gave staff nurses the opportunity to lead clinical research, with guaranteed paid time off the unit and mentorship and support from a doctorally-prepared nurse and statistician. Schmelzer, et al. [19] described experiences doing a multicenter clinical research study, emphasizing the need for team support and realistic expectations regarding challenges like the IRB process.

While barriers to nursing research are clearly identified, and tools or processes for overcoming those barriers suggested, there is still inadequate information in the literature to support the nurse struggling to accomplish studies in the clinical setting. Vedelo and Lomborg [8] advised nurse researchers performing randomized controlled trials to spread the news about their experiences, positive and negative. “They should publish their results even if they are not statistically significant and describe factors that may have inhibited the desired outcome” (p. 199). While knowledge of potential barriers will not eliminate them, it may encourage the nurse researcher to seek the needed support to persist in overcoming obstacles.

The SIM City Study

SIM City was designed to explore the variety of nursing interventions, independent (i.e. patient positioning) and interdependent (i.e. administering medications prescribed by a
physician) that were associated with taking care of patients with ICP monitoring. This was a descriptive study which originated from clinical practice. The genesis for SIM City was a discussion about different approaches used to treat ICP. The study design was developed by a group of nurses attending the 2009 Neurocritical Care Society (NCS) annual meeting in Baltimore, Maryland. The nurses in the NCS include staff RNs, advanced practice nurses (clinical nurse specialist, nurse practitioners), nursing faculty and nurse-scientists (PhD-RN).

The cadre of NCS nurses at the 2009 meeting recognized that best practices and standards exist for ICP monitoring during traumatic brain injury (TBI), and adhering to these standards is associated with improved outcomes [20,21]. Despite this knowledge, variation between institutions and care providers still exist [22]. Because the impact of nursing care was not described in the majority of studies that explored ICP treatment, the decision was made to add to the body of evidence by providing a description of current nursing practice from a multicenter perspective. The SIM City study was designed by doctoral and masters-prepared nurses experienced in research with previous experience collaborating on a multicenter research study [23].

SIM City proposed enrollment at fifty sites around the US. Each site was to enroll two patients with ICP monitoring and also enroll the nurse caring for the patient during the study period. Each nurse-patient dyad was observed for two hours by the site coordinator, who documented the frequency and effect of nursing interventions on patient ICP.

The primary research team, comprised of a nurse scientist, an expert clinician and a study coordinator, submitted for ethics approval through the coordinating organization’s IRB in March 2009. IRB approval was obtained in July 2009. Recruitment of additional sites for the study was begun using snowball technique among members of the NCS. Criteria for site selection were not explicitly defined; however, criteria for patient subject selection included patients diagnosed with intracranial pathology and an ICP monitoring device in situ, and criteria for nurse subject selection included RNs that were permanent members of the staff of an ICU. Study site recruitment was achieved using fliers at national meetings and via NCS nursing listserv and nursing committee teleconference communication. The response was enthusiastic. An array of nurses ranging from associate-degree staff nurses, to nurse managers, to advanced practice nurses voiced their interest in participating in the SIM City trial and serving as site coordinators and principal investigators (PIs) if their organization allowed their role to do so.

Schmelzer, et al. [19] stated that a multicenter study is a good opportunity for inexperienced investigators to participate in research because the protocol and supporting documents have been developed by the primary research team. The primary research team for SIM City concurred with this belief, and encouraged novice nurse researchers to participate.

The primary research team was required by their institution’s IRB to send interested parties an email invitation. Only the hospitals/RNs who responded to that email were recorded as potential SIM City sites. Between July of 2009 and December of 2011, clinical nurses from 46 different hospitals affirmed an interest in participating and received copies of study materials (study protocol, patient consent form, and nurse consent form). Twenty-two of these sites received IRB approval prior to January 1, 2012. Of these, data from 28 nurse/patient dyads was received by the completion of the study.

Barriers

As the SIM City study progressed, it became evident to the primary research team that this seemingly straightforward study was being hindered by a variety of unexpected challenges or barriers. Initially, the challenges were reported by the clinical site coordinators (who were PIs if permitted by their site IRB) and aggregated by the primary research team. As the challenges mounted and seemingly similar themes were recognized, a more formalized inquiry was initiated. This was achieved by email survey from the primary research team to all of the clinical site coordinators, whether they had already reported barriers or not (Table 1).

| 1) | Was SIM the first study you ever had to submit for an IRB review? |
| 2) | Did your hospital have Magnet designation at the time of IRB submission of the SIM study? |
| 3) | Did you experience extreme (i.e. greater than usual) difficulty getting the SIM study approved by IRB or other committees? If so, please describe. |

### Table 1: Data Collection Tool

Site coordinators were asked if they had previous experience submitting research proposals for IRB approvals; if they experienced any difficulties obtaining the necessary approvals for this study; and if their organization was Magnet* designated by the ANCC. Site coordinators that reported difficulties obtaining IRB or other institutional approvals were then asked to elaborate on their experiences and seventeen sites responded specifically to this query. While this limited response raises a concern of selection bias in the survey results, data collected provided additional perspective on the barriers to the SIM City study. Six of the seventeen site coordinators (35%) reported extreme difficulty with obtaining approval for this research study in their institution. Of these six coordinators reporting extreme barriers, five were new investigators without prior experience submitting research for IRB approval. It was not asked if these site coordinators had any training regarding the IRB process. Among these five, two were still able to obtain IRB approval for the SIM study, while the remaining three novice investigators reported extreme difficulty and were unable to obtain final IRB approval for the study at their institutions. There was one additional investigator who had prior experience with submitting research for IRB approval that still reported unexpected difficulties obtaining approval for this multicenter study. While novice researchers of all professions experience challenges in navigating the IRB process, the nurses involved in SIM City were subject to some extraordinary barriers.

To consider the barriers encountered in the SIM City study from another perspective, data was compiled for the number of days each site needed to achieve six milestones: agreeing to participate in SIM City, receiving study documents from the primary site, submitting to IRB, obtaining IRB approval, completing data collection on the first dyad, and completing data collection on the second dyad. Table 2 provides the range, mean, median and 50th interquartile range (IQR) for each of these milestones.
Table 2: Number of Days for Sites to Achieve Study Milestones.

A final perspective from which to consider the SIM City barriers data was that of the characteristics of the participating sites. Size and location of the institution, as well as designations such as Magnet® status, trauma center, or teaching hospital could have been associated with differences in support for nursing research. The qualifications of the site coordinator-doctorally prepared or not-were also considered. Comparing sites that achieved IRB approval to those that attempted unsuccessfully to gain IRB approval as well as those sites lost to follow up demonstrated surprisingly little variation across groups (see Figure 1). As might be expected in a study of critically ill neurological patients, nearly all sites were large hospitals (defined as greater than 250 beds), in urban areas, that were academic teaching centers. Greater than half of the sites were designated trauma centers. Sites that achieved IRB approval were somewhat more likely to have the Magnet® designation, but few sites in any group had a doctorally-prepared nurse as site coordinator. After consideration from the multiple perspectives described above, the barriers experiences were organized into categories as suggested by Streiner and Sidani [24]: Ethics approval, accessing participants (sites), recruitment and retention (subjects), study implementation, data collection, data analysis, and collaboration. Table 3 lists the identified barriers by those categories. Barriers in the categories of data collection and data analysis were not experienced by the SIM City site coordinators, so are not discussed here (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethics approval</td>
<td>Extensive or atypical IRB requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inconsistent IRB requirements across institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessing participants or sites</td>
<td>Hospital unit or department policies or practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lost to follow 7up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment and retention of subjects</td>
<td>Low volume of suitable subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural modifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study implementation</td>
<td>Competing priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of mentors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of protected space</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Barriers Categorized by Framework from Streiner and Sidani (2010)

Ethics Approval

In the category of ethics approval, specifically IRB approval, two types of barriers were experienced. One type of barrier was IRB requirements that were extensive and, in the experience of some of the seasoned researchers, atypical. The other type of barrier was the great variation in IRB requirements from one institution to another, creating processes that could not be standardized across the study sites.

Extensive and atypical IRB requirements were encountered at the primary study site. The PI had experience with the IRB through multiple clinical trials and a prior multicenter trial, yet was asked for unexpected explanations for this study. Repeated requests for additional clarification delayed the projected start date. Questions such as: “How can a nurse tell if a patient has ICP monitoring? Don’t nurses have to ask the doctor if the patient has ICP monitoring?” suggested a lack of understanding about the roles and competencies of clinical nursing staff and demonstrated the challenges of describing the clinical scenario. The IRB reviewer was not familiar with the process for working with a non-faculty PI. The first IRB review resulted in deferral and a request that the study be redesigned as a single-center pilot study, although the protocol described the problem in terms of variation in practice and specifically stated, “There will be 100 patients and 100 nurses who take part in this study in 50 medical centers throughout the United States.” Further, despite statement in the methods section of the IRB application that SIM City was an observational study, the IRB reviewer also requested that detail be added to describe the study intervention and potential patient benefits and harms. After 4 ½ months, the principal investigator of the primary site appealed to the IRB chair, who ultimately reviewed and approved the study.

Experienced investigators at subsequent sites also experienced unusual delays and requests from their IRBs. One investigator was told by her IRB that she must provide the names of all hospitals participating in the project before approval could be considered – a requirement that she had never before experienced when working on physician-led research in her institution. Yet another investigator
lamented that the IRB process to approve her site's participation in SIM City took seven months, when the average was four weeks for other research studies for which she had gained IRB approval.

Although IRBs follow the same general principles, there are variations in how each IRB conducts business. The purpose of the IRB is human subjects' protection following federal guidelines of the Office of Human Subjects Protection, a division of the US Department of Health and Human Services and the accreditation guidance offered by Association for the Accreditation of Human Research Protection Programs, Inc. In order to comply and be consistent, policies and practices are in place, which require periodic re-examination as roles and technology evolve. Gold and Dewa [16] found dramatic variation among IRBs in multicenter studies including criteria for an expedited or full review, number of changes required per consent form, and number of revisions and resubmissions required within the same multicenter study. The SIM City experience included similar variation in IRB requirements. The time and effort necessary to revise and adapt documents to the site-specific IRB required ongoing enthusiasm and persistence that was not possible for all potential nurse researchers.

The qualifications to be a PI were inconsistent among IRBs. The logic behind not allowing RNs to act in the PI capacity is not documented, but has been noted in previous literature to exist at multiple institutions [25]. Several nurse investigators were required to have a physician involved in the research study as a sponsor or as the PI. One nurse reported that, after successfully recruiting a physician (MD) to serve as PI at her site, she was informed that the MD must be physically present at the IRB meeting; which caused the physician to decline participation and the site withdrew from the study. Alternatively, others were instructed that a PhD nurse was required to be a member of the study team to demonstrate that the study team was qualified to perform research. Many of these requirements were rooted in system-specific standard operating procedures (SOPs). It soon became evident that there was great variation in navigating these institution-specific SOPs, from PI eligibility to IRB process.

Another example of the variation in SOPs for research surfaced when some site coordinators were instructed by their IRBs that face to face discussions with families of potential study subjects were not permitted until the study was introduced to the family/subject by their MD. This policy was related to system level practices outlined by the PI team. Another nurse reported that, after successfully recruiting a physician (MD) to serve as PI at her site, she was informed that the MD must be physically present at the IRB meeting; which caused the physician to decline participation and the site withdrew from the study. Alternatively, others were instructed that a PhD nurse was required to be a member of the study team to demonstrate that the study team was qualified to perform research. Many of these requirements were rooted in system-specific standard operating procedures (SOPs). It soon became evident that there was great variation in navigating these institution-specific SOPs, from PI eligibility to IRB process.

Further variations in IRB requirements were observed. How data are recorded for transfer was clear or acceptable to one IRB; it was not permitted until the study was introduced to the family/subject by their MD. This policy was related to system level practices outlined by privacy or risk management departments. While some site coordinators were permitted to approach potential subjects, as long as they were assigned to the care of that patient, others were not.

Funding Participants (sites)

Finding nurse researchers that were interested in participating in SIM City was not difficult – 46 potential sites were identified during the recruitment period. However, sites that expressed initial interest were sometimes not able to participate in the study due to a variety of barriers at the level of the hospital unit or department.

Some researchers encountered barriers such as the beliefs that every action by a nurse must be compensated, that research is too hard for staff colleagues to support, and that consenting patients in a community hospital will change how patients view the facility. Often the conduct of research is viewed as a professional opportunity and obligation, not requiring additional compensation. Yet some staff nurses are employed in facilities where support from colleagues is difficult because of all activities requiring compensation. Examples of this that occurred during the Simon City study include lack of supervisor permission to come in during non-work hours accompanied by a limitation of not observing another nurse during the potential researcher’s own assigned shift. Another nurse shared that the project would require Clinical Practice Council approval. This was delayed because of a constantly full agenda and actual policy changes taking priority. Interpersonal dynamics and organizational politics about who gets to work on projects was a barrier to unit support to even identify a potential dyad. There was also the concern that if the nurses did not perform the ICP monitoring according to standard that it could reflect negatively upon the institution, although the data report would be de-identified.

There were 11 sites lost to follow-up. This attrition rate may be related to a variety of factors. Nurses took new jobs, nurses had their time reprioritized and some nurses simply gave up or lost interest. Many who expressed initial interest did not follow through, without any explanation or further communication.

Recruitment and Retention (subjects)

Recruitment of subjects for the SIM City study was an area in which minimal barriers were experienced. Subject retention was not an issue in this study, which required only two hours of observation per subject. Some investigators found that identifying the necessary two subjects took longer than they expected, citing low volume of qualified patients at their sites. One investigator felt that enrolling subjects would be difficult without having a Spanish-language consent form, which required additional IRB approval and additional time.

Study Implementation

Barriers experienced in the category of study implementation included competing priorities, the lack of mentors and the lack of protected space (secure office and personal computer).

Competing Priorities

Competing priorities were varied. When one hospital came up with a new initiative, the investigator had to deal with that and put
SIM City on the back burner. Nurses often have a limited window of availability and interest to perform a study. When the work is seen as additive rather than fundamental, then it is easy for a competing agenda to get in the way. One investigator was pulled off the study to assist with The Joint Commission readiness.

Nurses are valued as the constant presence at the bedside. Because of this, time away from patient care duties may be considered nonproductive time and therefore held to fiscal scrutiny. Uncompensated work such is this was considered by many managers to be work that the researchers would do on their own time, and not an expectation of the researcher’s job. This resulted in some nurse researchers feeling that they did not have time to carry out the study in addition to all of their other work expectations. Lack of immediate contribution to the organization’s balanced scorecard was cited as a reason for not participating in the study by one potential nurse researcher. When nurses are required to absorb the work of research into their clinical time without any additional compensation, they may feel this to be unfair [29].

Given the clinical focus and the multiple distractions experienced by nurses, uninterrupted or any accessibility to email is challenging. This challenge can lead to communication delays and an inability to perform the necessary steps to obtain IRB approval or to comprehensively navigate through unfamiliar hospital processes such as approval from unit-level committees or managers.

Lack of Mentors

Navigating the process of conducting a research study requires persistence as well as knowledge and skill, all of which have to be developed by any nurse researcher. Guidance from an experienced peer or mentor can facilitate the development of such skills and prevent the novice to research from having to self-learn through trial and error. The lack of available experienced nursing research peers or mentors was one barrier noted. This lack of availability may have been related to the absence of these providers entirely or the overextended workload of those that were present. In one institution, nurses interested in research were asked to present projects to the nurse researcher for approval. However, when the SIM City study was presented, the nurses were asked to limit their research questions to those that involved skin care and falls. These were institutionally supported research topics, and the nurse researcher did not have adequate hours to mentor staff to advance the nursing research program, too.

Lack of Protected Space

Protected space in which to conduct research proved to be elusive or impossible for some. The majority of clinical nurses lack personal office space and computer access. This makes uninterrupted time to work on research based, intellectual work logistically challenging. This further challenges nurses in ensuring the IRB that they have adequate resources in place to securely store study documents according to regulations. Data confidentiality and integrity is difficult when a secured computer and filing system are not available.

Collaboration

In this study, collaboration in the process of writing the protocol and planning the study was not problematic. Where collaboration became difficult was during implementation of the study, especially related to communication between the primary research team and the site coordinators.

Throughout the SIM City study, the primary research team attempted to maintain communication and offer support to the site coordinators. Quarterly emails and follow-up phone calls if emails went unreturned were implemented by the primary research team. Often delays in response from the site coordinators occurred, due to competing priorities and other barriers discussed in the study implementation category. The primary research team developed a growing awareness of the barriers the sites were experiencing as the study progressed; the primary team did not always know how to offer support that would be meaningful. This created a barrier in terms of collaboration.

Discussion and Recommendations

Most of the barriers experienced in the SIM City study have been identified in the literature, some in more detail than others. The challenges posed to SIM City site coordinators in terms of study implementation are perennial difficulties experienced by all nurse researchers. Competing priorities, lack of mentors and lack of protected space are variations on Darbyshire’s themes of lack of funding, lack of time and lack of experience [9]. The difficulties in the area of collaboration during SIM City are strongly connected to these barriers.

Ethics approval difficulties are discussed widely in the literature on nursing and health-related research in other disciplines. The concern about variations in IRBs posing obstacles to multicenter studies and calls for new and updated processes for ethics approval are established [16]. Less widespread are reports highlighting how IRBs treat nurse-led multicenter research. Some qualitative data from the United Kingdom suggests that nurse-led research is not supported or viewed by IRBs in the same manner as studies initiated by other disciplines [11,26]. The SIM City experience fuels the concern that there may be insufficient understanding of nursing research among ethics committees.

Another concern raised by the SIM City experience is that barriers exist to obtaining sites for multicenter nursing research. Potential nurse researchers were unable to participate in SIM City due to limitations in their ability to perform research activities in their work setting, or limitations in taking the study to IRB because of system requirements such as the need for a PI with specific qualifications. There are hospitals that do not have nurse scientists, although their population includes critically ill neurologic patients. Supporting clinical nurses who are trying to bring discovery science to the bedside provides an important role for nursing leadership and nurse researchers. While it is a reasonable process to require pre-IRB review of a study presented by an investigator without academic research credentials, it seems that processes are burdensome and discouraging of clinical nursing research in some institutions.

Solutions for some of the identified barriers are suggested by the SIM City experience. In the category of accessing participants, institutional changes would support more sites being able to participate in multicenter studies. Institution-level programs of support for nursing research are inconsistently developed, and could include the nurturing and development of clinical nurses to participate in nursing research Programs such as the ones described by Vedelo and Lomborg [8] and Atkinson, et al. [27] thoroughly address the institutional barriers to nursing research, but even something as basic
as the development of an established process for clinical nurses to initiate or coordinate research studies would facilitate multicenter studies like SIM City.

Study implementation barriers are widespread, and have a common theme of research not being a priority component of the nurse’s role. Promoting a professional definition of nursing that includes the nurse as a participant in research as an expectation and not an “extra” will be necessary to lay a foundation for change in this area. This role is supported by Magnet® requirements, and demonstrated in some clinical ladder programs, yet needs additional support from nursing leaders, including educators. Nursing curricula could better emphasize the skills needed for engaging in research.

Many changes in the area of ethics review or approval will be necessary to decrease barriers to multicenter studies in any discipline [16]. Some changes would specifically facilitate nursing research. In one potential site for the SIM City study, IRB paperwork was completed and then the master’s prepared nurse was informed she was not eligible to be a PI. Despite having a supportive physician colleague who was willing to serve as PI on this research study, the nurse used the minimal nonclinical time afforded to focus efforts on the creation of system-wide change to support the broadened application of a PI role and to develop an appropriate process of support for nurses in research. It is recommended that nurses work within systems when possible to change SOPs so that nursing research is easier to initiate. There was a frequent perception that IRBs were not supportive to or knowledgeable about nursing research. A smooth process to IRB approval would facilitate and support both novice and experienced researchers. Nurses who are interested in research should work to develop relationships with IRB members, volunteer to sit on IRB committees, and open communication with IRBs to provide education about nursing research to non-nurses.

For the benefit of future nurses interested in research, we concur with the suggestion made by Loera [28] and Vedelo and Lomborg [8] that more nurses publish their research experiences so that others may learn from them and are encouraged by them. Additionally, nurses interested in research should seek mentors and enter into the process with a spirit of persistence. Recommendations for future studies include comparing institutions with formal support for nursing research to those without such support. This may assist in identifying effective interventions to facilitate nurses across the continuum of research participation roles [29].
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